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ferred their services to the Authority.. The six small depots

in the south-·west were located in areas where expansion to

meet future transport needs was impracticable, crew amenities

did not meet present day standards, and their continued

existence as separate entities for any length of time was

undesirable from an economic viewpoint.

The transfer of the private services to the Authority

was unexpected and was accomplished with only two weeks'

notice.. The private owners cooperated very well and in all

cases the Authority continued to run the same services as the

private owners had done from the same depots, using the same

buses and drivers.. Most owners became employees of the Authority

and continued at the depots as managers ..

For the reasons set out above, this type of operation

could not be continued indefinitely, and the first problem

which arose was the updating of the Authori ty' s forward plans
so that:-

(a) the small independent services could be

integrated into the Authority's suburban

network

(b) the small depots could be closed and replaced

by large depots offering economies of scale

particularly in servicing; cleaning and

washing facilities

(c) new standard buses could be ordered to replace

most of the private fleets

(d) sufficient depot parking space would be

available to house up to 200 more buses than
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the combined Authority and private fleets ..

These additional buses were required to

meet transport growth

(e) new Workshops could be built to cope with

the enlarged fleet

(f) adequate crew amenities could be provided

The revised master plan was based on expected

needs to the year 2000, and latest estimates place

cost at not less than $47m, This plan, after being approved

in principle by the Authority and State Cabinet, formed the

of a submission in April 1974 to the Commonwealth Govern

for financialassist,ance under: the Urban Public T:r:'ansport

(State Grants) Act. The building of a 250 bus depot in the

south-western suburbs formed part of the plan

Preliminary Cost Estimates

The traffic operations of the private bus companies

have been continued with few alterations pending the opening

of the new depot. However, all commercial act,ivities of the

companies needed to be integrated into the Authority's

accounting system from the date of transfer of operations"

During the six weeks between the date of transfer and the middle

of April 1974, the master plan was prepared, approvals obtained

and a submission made to the Commonwealt,h Government for financial

assistance.. This meant, of course, that estimates of cost

could not be thoroughly researched"

No architects had been appointed for the south-,

western depot, and no plans had been prepared as to the precise

location of the depot or of the areas needed for bus and car
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parking, depot otiildings, landscaping and the like. The

Authority had last built a depot at Port Adelaide for 100 buses

in 1957 and of necessity the cost of this depot was used as a

guide for the cost of building a new depot in the south-west.

After making allowances for increased size and inflation we

estimated the new building would cost about $lm, Such checks

as we could make in the time available appeared to support

this figure, but later events have shown it to be considerably

understated. The cost is now expected to be nearer $3,,5m,

including of course, an inflation rate of fr:om 2 to 3% a month

in building costs" We now make sure that all estimates are

marked "preliminary estimates onlyll and will continue to do so

until we receive contract prices.

We did rather better with the land cost. First

estimates placed the cost at $1.5m but the land was finally

acquired for $1..129m"

Site Selection

During the period between April and September 1974

whilst awaiting a decision from the Commonwealth Govez'nment

regarding finance, tenders were called fOl:' the new buses

required and a search was made for suitable land on which to

build a depot to cater for operationl? in the south'-western

suburbs.. The optimum location was considered to be within an

area bounded by Morphett Road on the west, South Road on the

east, Daws Road on the north and Seacornbe Road on the south ..

See Figure 1 (l)which also shows the approximate percentage of

1.. Figure 1 extracted from Environmental Impact Statement
for Morphettville Bus Depot"
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suburban buses serving major terminal groups.

The area designated was situated within relatively

of the outer termini to be served and the locating

a depot in the area could avoid dead running for buses

and leaving service. In this way spread of hOUI'S

for bus crews could be minimised. (Adelaide passen.

traffic flow is towards the city in the mornings and away

the city in the afternoons and evenings.)

Othe:r criteria used were:-

(a) the land should be correctly zoned under
land use regulations to permit the

building of a depot .. Only two zonings
could be used .-

District Comrne.I'cial, where a depot

was a pexmitted use, or Industrial

where a depot was a 'consent~ use

(b) the site should be located on one or more

main arterial roads to permit easy access

to all termini to be served

(c) it should be situated on or near a bus

route for ease of crew reliefs

(d) environmentally, the land should be

located as remote as possible from buses

(e) topography needed to be suited to a depot

(f) the site needed to be large enough for

depot requirements
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The Planning Team

We chose the second method.

Applications can be called from builders

who wish to register' as prospective con

tractors. This list can be pruned to about

five tenderers wi th known ability and financial

resources and only these builders are asked

to tender"

to meet the specification, or

*

The team, with its advisers, spent many hours

The full-time members of the t,eam were housed in

one office so that there could be a full and free interchange

of ideas and information. The major: project for the team so

far has been the planning and development of the Morphettville

depot.
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At the same time that tenders were called, copies

of all tender documents were sent to the Conunonweal th Govern'

ment for study to help minimise delays in obtaining Commonwealth

Government approval after the tenders were received,

The necessity fora planning team to implement the

long range plans soon became apparent,. Because of the volume

of administrative work involved, it was decided that the

leader should be the Chief Accountant who would be responsible

(part-time) for the coordination of the work of the various

disciplines.. Two senior engineers, a qualified accountant and

a senior traffic officer 1 who are all specialists in their

Qwn fields, formed the remainder of the team,
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a satisfactory site layout which would meet operating

environment,al needs at a reasonable cost" These requiIe'

I'aJ:ely seem t,o coi.ncide" Items which needed to be taken

in the site layout included:-

(1) A requirement to keep any depot entrance on

Morphett Road at least 100 metres south of

the northern alignment of the property

(2) A Highways Department request to keep any depot

entrance on Morphett Road as far as practicable

north of Oaklands Road

(3) The need to keep noisy activities as far

removed from houses as possible

(4) The need to provide adequate holding areas within

the depot for buses awaiting berthing instructions

so that there would be no back-up of buses on

public roads due to delays in entering the depot

(5) The need to provide simple traffic flow

arrangements within the depot

(6) The need to avoid as far as practicable pedestrians

crossing bus lanes within the depot

(7) The need to provide a rational traffic flow

for employees fx'om car pax'ks to sign-on Ioam,

locker room, amenity section and bus park and

vice versa"

The value of a multi-disciplinary approach to these

problems was self evident, and the locating of the planning team
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This building, which will also house an amenity

section for workshop personnel, will be fitted with

operated roller shutter door's, and an extraction system fo!' bus

exhausts. There will be two "drive through" pits for

servicing work, a wheel aligner, a brake testing mach,ine

twin post hoist.. Other pits have been designed to

of access to engines either located at the rear of the

underfloor amidships, and one bay of the building will

under chassis degreaser of a type new to Australia" This

incorporates a carriage equipped with high pressure cold

jets. The carriage moves along a track in the floor of

The Servicing Building needed a somewhat different

approach, and here the planning team engineers conferred with

other Divisional engineers to ensure that the final layout met:

oper'ational requirements.
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A similar approach was made to the siting of the

various offices within the office and amenity building. This

will house the Public Office, Depot Manager, Marshal, Revenue

Office, Training Section and Uniform Store, as \'fell as th8

Traffic locker and change roOID, bi,lliard room, canteen 1 T ,:V"

room, and a Uquiet I'oorn" where employees can relax. The

Revenue Office will include a stI:'Ong room and a safe deposit

system for those driver's who do not wish to wait and pay in

their takings direct to a cashier. The whole building will be

air-conditioned (partly refrigerated and partly evaporative)

and will be protected by secur'i ty alarms and fire alarms"

In the event of a power failure, an automatic changebver device

will provide emergency lighting in essential areas from a

battery unit,

within the one office gave maximum opportunity for discussion.

The final plan of the depot layout is shown in Figure 2.
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beneath the bus and the high pp"ssul'e wat"l' spray dislodg"s
and grease. The water is :r;:~ecirculated after passing

grease traps.

Th" fu"l station, with a stor-ag" capacity of

250,000 litl'''s of fu"l, will includ" thl''''' cyclon" int"l'ior

cl"aning units so that bus"s Can b" automatically cl"an"d
whilst th"y are being fuelled. Fl'om the fuelling station

buses will pass through an automatic exterior washing machine ..

The fuelling and cl"aning op"rations will b" carried out "ach

night to "nsul''' that all bus"s ar" fu"11"d, int"l'ior cl"an"d

and "xt"rior wash"d each day. B"caus" of th" hardness of
Adelaide water and its coxTosive effect on bus radi.ators, a

136,000 litl''' und"rground l'ain wat"l' tank will b" install"d.

This rain wat"r will be pip"d to th" fu"lling station and to

th" s"rvicing building for US" in bus l'adiators.. Normal mains

water will be us"d to fill th" fibl'"glass tanks fol' th" eVapOl'a-·

tive ail' cooling systems which ar-" b"ing install"d on all n"w
buses.

Th" washing station will includ" an additional bay
where each bus will be "spring cleaned" every six weeks.

Th" plans W"l''' discuss"d fully with the Division's
Senior Officer,s, wi.th Foremen, and with :representatives of the

"mploy""s who will be l'"quir"d to work in th" n"w depot.
Revisions arising from these di.scussions were incorporated into

th" plans by th" al'chitects.

Whilst th" abov" planning was in progress, the

Highways D"partm"nt desi_gn"d road widening in the vicinity of

the d"pot and also designed a tl'affic light system to l'"gulat"

traffic at the "ntrance and exit gate for buses on Oaklands

Road.. This wOl'k l'equil'ed an altel'ation to depot boundal'ies.
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Investigations made by the consulting site

engineers showed that exist,ing Council drains would be

to cope with storm wat,er r:'un off f:r:om paved areas and a new

route for a drain from the depot to the Sturt Creek was

and agreed with the Marion Counci;L.. Agreement was also

for an easement across the pri.vately owned drive-in theatre

land"

The consultants have also negotiated with othe~

Autho:ri ties to ensure that the depot I s requirements for water ,
electricity, telephones and the like will not place an undue

strain on local installations., Soil tests were made and the

necessary surveys were undertaken ..

An operating depot such as the one at Morphettville

is a specialised project and the team has been call\'d upon to

provide day-to-day advice to the architects and consultants and

has reviewed plans as they are produced.

The imminent start of building operations does not

mean that t~he work of the planning team has been complet~ed,

Engineers will still be required for advice and review of

building activities, but it is hoped they will be able to start

other projects as well.

The Traffic and Commercial members of the team also

have major: work to carry out" We are still ope:r'ating 15 former

private depots as self--contained units and largely using the

methods in use at these depots when they were under private

control. After the Morphettville depot has been completed,

the closing of these depots will be strictly timetabled to

dovetail in with expected deliveries of new buses ..

This timetable will also take into account:-
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In summary, the opening of the new depot could mean:-

A change in some fares

The use of through routes instead of a
city terminal

A change in timetables

An interchange with the rail system

A change in duty rosters

A change in awa:r'd conditions (drivers at
former private depots have different
industrial conditions from drivers at
regular State Transport Authority depots)

A change in clerical procedures*

*

*
*

*

*
*

* A change in the type of buses in use

* A change of route

* A different destination sign (numbers instead
of names)

Because of the "thr'oughroutingI1 mentioned above,

the Authority's buses may be required to travel from any des,·

tination to any other destination in the system. The destina

tion name blinds now displayed on buses would be unable to

cope with the increase in names required to meaningfully

describe the suburbs served, so a system of route numbers to

designate routes and destinations will be introduced with the

opening of the new depot.. As an aid to intending passengers,

a "route" description of the major roads traversed and suburbs

served by each route will be displayed at all stopping places

throughout the system.

The through routing of services together with the

need for route changes to rationalise routes and to cope with

wider and longer buses, will requir'e major modifications to

existing timetables and rosters ,.
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(1) Environment protection (Impact of proposals) Act 1974
--------------------------'

There is a Commonwealth Government Act(l)which sets

out procedures to be adopted by Commonwealth Government

Departments or Authorities to ensure that projects affecting

the environment are fully examined. Thi.s Act also extendS to

environmental matters arising in relation to financial ass is''''

tance granted to the Stat.es" At the time of writing, there is

no South Australian Act but State Government Departments and

Authorities are expected to comply with guidelines recommended

by the Environment Protection Council for incorporation into

a State Act.

At the time of ~riting (February 1976) no Commonwealth

contribution towards the cost of the project has been received

because of the requirement that environmental requirements be

met before finance is made availabie.

In our case ,the land needed was under contract of

sale to G,J, Coles & company as a site for a K-Mart and to

avoid Coles incurring any further preliminary expenditure,

the Authority issued a Notice of Intention to Acquire the

property on 26th september 1974, and finally acquired and paid

for the land on 9th January 1975 ..

The submission of an Envir'onmental Impact Statement

(if required) is a long process, and to wait for this to be

approved can mean that the property selected is sold to other

interests in the meantime, or that the seller is unnecessarily

penalised by being unable to sell his property and so is

deprived of finance which he may need.

experience shows that the Authority buying land needs to have

sufficient resources to fund the project itself for a con·-

siderable period ..
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vegetation to be destroyed, disposal of waste products, noise

and air pollution, effect on traffic, beneficial effects and

cost of project..

a fully detailed

Detailed guide

of the statement ,

At first glance, the requirement.s seemed

but a study of the fine print (Attachment 1) "Guidelines

Preparation of Environmental Impact Statement for

BuS Depot", soon dispelled any doubts and it quickly became

obvious that we had a major task on our hands. The
document covered 110 pages of text, 67 pages of submissions

from the public, and 29 detailed attachments, some of

were of a highly technical character.

1.. summary of Environmental Impact Statement

2" Title of Project

3" Name of Proponent
4" Objective of the proposed Action and Analysis

of Need
5" Description of proposed Action

6.. Alternative Solutions Considered

7" principal Features of the Existing Env;ironment

8" potential Environmental Effects, including
both Detrimental and Beneficial Effects

9" Environmental Safeguards (and Monitoring)
proposed

10" Details of Public Involvement in, or Objection
to the proposal (following Public Review of
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement)

11.. Name and Authorities and Experts consulted in
Preparat,ion of the Environmental Impact

In June 1975, we were advised that

Environmental Impact Stat,ement was required ..

lines were supplied together with the format

which was as under:-
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Some 20 submissions were received from :residents

and analysed by the Authority, by the Commonwealth Department

of the Environment, and by the State Government Department of

Environment and Conservation. In general, most of the items

raised in the submissions had been adequately covered in the

dr'aft Environmental Impact Statement, but some further technical

reports were requi:r:ed by the South A:ustralian Department of

Environment and Conservation"

The question of validity of value judgments was

frequently raised and the Authority was accused of bias. For

instance, a developer can count the number of houses near

alternative sites which he thinks could influence the choice

of a site. The local resident who is personally affected, will

place a different value of the inter·-relationship of this

particula:r crite:rion with other values which have affected the

choice"

The final Environmental Impact Statement was sub·

mitted on 22nd December 1975 and its assessment by the South

Aust:ralian Department of Environment- and Conservation was com

pleted within the 28 day period allowed under the Act.. The

Commonwealth assessment was five weeks late ..

As part of our public relations, a model of the

depot was prepared showing buildings, parking a:reas and land

scaping, and a composite photograph was also commissioned showing

the model super-imposed on an aerial photograph of the locality.

These were not given much exposure du:ring the period when the

draft Environmental Impact Statement was on display because it

was felt that the local residents might have considered planning

had been completed without regard for any objection or suggestion

they might make.. Now that the Environmental Impact Statement

has been approved the model has been updated and placed on public
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If we were doing the project again would
we approach it in the same manner

What mistakes did we make•

•

This was the easiest part of our assignment and

raised few problems, as the need for a new depot to take care

of tr:anspo:('t in t,he south-western suburbs was self'-evident"

~stablishing the Need

Preliminary Cost Estimates

The questions which now arise are :.-

This is an a:t:'ea which provides abundant opportunities

* What lessons are to be learned from t,he
exercise

The days when one could buy land and build a

depot subject only to operational constraints have gone forever.

Developers are now requir'ed, and rightly so, to give every

consideration to pr'eserving as far as possible the existing

quaIi ty of life in any district" However, I raise for dis·

cussion the question of whether OI' not the pendulum has swung

t,aD far in favoUI: of environment and conservation without

sufficient regard to the cost in time and money of producing

the required infor'mation"

Planning was continued during the whole time the

Environmental Impact Statement was being prepared, but of

course no site work could be done and no contracts could be

let until after the final Environmental Impact Statement

was appI:'oved.
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mi5-calculations. Estimates invariably tend to be too

because one finds it difficult to Yeconcile past costs

the tremendous increases in building costs which have

over the last few years, or indeed with the increase

costs which will accrue between the date of the estimate

the date of completion of the buildings. Making such
on the basis of a price per square for: various types

buildings, when the total square footage required is at
an informed guess, it is a risky businessa Even estimates

by professional advisers when plans are half--prepared

to be much too low. Any Authority building a neW depot

be well advised to ensure that sufficient funds are in

to cover expenditure substantially in excess of pr",limi.nary

cost estimates or of cost estimates based on partly completed

drawings.

This tendency to under--estimation is in daily

evidence in newspaper repoI:'ts of various projects and buildings,

but despite our knowledge of this, we still continue to make

the same mi.stake.

Site Selection

I believe that the criteria used for· site selection

were adequate in all aspects other than area. The site finallY

selected comprised six ha., whereas we had been looking for

about four to five ha. We could have been in trouble had we

bought the smaller area.. Road widening has sliced 0.2 ha from

the site, and landscaping has used about another 0.7, the

larger site has permitted us to provide for these requirements

and still keep buildings restricted to ground floor without

affecting safe and efficient bus movements within the depot

yard.
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Type of Contract

The fixed fee contract originally decided on was

the right choice in the ci:rcurostances at the time _ A lump sum

contract is a super'iol: type of contract, but in individual

contracts it can be more expensive when the cost of escalation

is taken into account." Because of the delays experienced,

the problem as to which type of contract to use largely solved

itself..

The Planning Team

The concept of the planning team with its members

drawn from the various operating divisions was good. If there

is a criticism, it is that the team could have been constituted

at an earliez:' date" Capital prograrmnes have a tendency to run

late - it is always later than you think"

Envi,ropmeptal Impact Statement,

There are a number of areas open to question in

the way the Envi:ronmental Impact Statement and our I'elations

with the public wex'e handled. Each pe:rson must make his own

value judgment on whether OUI: approach was right or WI:ong.

The problem of whether to buy land first and then

submit an Environmental Impact Statement if required, or whether

to submit an Environmental Impact Statement and then buy the

land, is very muCh akin to the age old question of which came

first, the chicken or the egg"

The circumstances in this and in a similar project

left us with little choice other than to buy the land first,

but in taking this COUI:se the proponent needs to be extremely

careful that he has given due weight to environmental factot'S
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may be involved" "Environment ll in this context means

more than just the birds and the bees" It means traffic

and road capacities, locations of traffic generators,

and noise pollution and all the other items referred to

the guidelines" It also means taking into account the

and understandable emotional approach to the project

will be used by residents, as opposed to the logical and

approach that the proponent will no doubt use him

This difference in approach should not be under-estimated"

Whichever course is adopted, the proponent can

to be committed for architectural fees and other expenses

order to be in a posi tieD to provide the informat.i,on required

the submission of an Environmental Impact Statement.

In the final analysis, the proponent who bUYS the

land first must be prepared to have his purchase criticised

and analysed in public documents and in the pr'ess, and to

accept the consequences if his choice is proved incorrect.

He can help himself by talking to the Department of the Environ·

ment and by showing the land in question to officers of that

Department before any conunitment is made.

One question often asked is whether the appointment

of consultants to liaise with local people was worthwhile.

Taking an ovey'all view, I believe that in this case i twas"

We did not have officers who could be spared, virtually full

time, £Ol: this task.. Nevertheless, I believe now that we should

have used senior officer's to make some of the earlier contacts

so that residents would get the message that the Authority and

its senior officers really care about the residents and their

problems. Consultants would still have been needed for follow-'

up, but their contact with the public should probably have been

less concentrated"
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The public meetings did not fUlly achieve their

intended purposes and I would not reconunend these for any
future assignment ..

The advantages of feeding to the public small

sections of the Environmental Impact Statement as it was

prepared, rather than the whole story when it was completed,
are open to question ..

There is a fine ~alance between doing too much and

not doing enough and I have the feeling that in this case we

did too much.. It will never be known whethel: we achieved our

objectives of keeping residents fully informed and of proViding

a means of incorporating objective suggestions in the overall

depot complex, or whether the frequent meetings of the con.

sultants with residents simply served to "keep the pot boilingll.
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FOR PREPARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR MORPHETTVILLE BUS DEPOT

Choice of Site

Altexnative sites to that selected should be described,
including:

(1) a map showing their location with xespect to the
bus xoutes to be sexved by the depot,

(2) the existing land uses and zoning of the alternative
sites.

(3) the land uses and zoning fox the genexal locality"

The reasons for not selecting each of t,he alternative
sites should be stated" The proposed site should be
evaluated on a similar basis to that above to indicate
its advantages over the ~lternatives.

Construction of the Depot

The Environmental Impact Statement should describe
activi t,ies during the depot's const:ruction phase, including:

(1) the eaxthmoving activities and the disposal of
material, (is this to be used fox the foxmation of
mounds around the perimeter?) .

(2) the means of temporary drainage of the site and
measures to be taken to prevent silt in the xunoff
horn Leaching Sturt Cr'eek.

(3) the type of constxuction materials requixed and
their likely sources of supply.

(4) the nature and levels of noise as measured at the
site perimetex likely to be associated with the
construction activities"

(5) the type and height of temporary lighting to be used.
(6) the location of access and egress to the site fox use

by const.:r:uction traffic, and
(7) the likely duration of the constxuction phase and

whether it will be confined to day'-light hours or
continue at night ..

3. Impact within the Site

(1) Existing use:
The acreage and significance of the vineyards should
be described"
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(2) PIoposed use:
(1) Layout

Indicate by drawings and text the proposed
layout and alternative layouts which were
consider'ed. Describe the advantages and
disadvant,ages of each, both operationally
and in regard to their possible effect on
the neighbouring environment.. From this
analysis, the pIoposed layout should emerge
as the best from both viewpoints ..

(ii) Periods of Traffic Movement

The number of buses moving in and out of the
depot at different times of the day and night
should be graphed" The timing and approximate
number of buses being moved about within the
site for servicing, washing, and cleaning
should be estimated and shown separately on
the graph"

This graph will assist in estimating noise
levels and emissions within the site and the
incidence of possible traffic congestion and
traffic volumes on neighbouring streets I and
the subsequent traffic hazaId fm school
children" (see lateI)

(iii) Bus Washing, Cleaning and Servicing

In addition to the disposal of wateI fIom
flushing batteries (referred to in the D"E,F,)
the Environmental Impact Statement should
describe the means for the disposal of waste
oil from the servicing of buses.

The means of collection and disposal of wastes
from the cleaning and washing of the buses
(included in D.E.F.! should be described in
the EnvUonmental Impact Statement.

(iv) Stormwater Drainage

The means of stormwater disposal should be
described as in the D,E.F.

Runoff from the site must tIap any oil and
grease which collects under standing vehicles
before it r'eaches the stormwater drain"
Provision needs also to be made for the
collection and disposal of oil or fuel in the
event of a major spill on the site. Unless
it is held within the site, it may well
escape via the drain and Sturt Creek into the
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4" Impact on Adjacent Roads and Land Uses

(1) Access and Eg<ess:
The location and function of each access and egress
serving the depot should be explained, together with
the location of openings seI:ving the Drive,-In Theatre
the Army Camp and Hamilton's Winery .. Weekday volumes'
of traffic along Oaklands Road and Morphett Road
throughout the day from early morning (5 a .. m.) to
late evening (9 p .. m.) should be determined and
g<aphed as for the bus movements"

Measures intended to be taken to avoid or reduce
congestion of traffic during periods of high traffic
flows and peak bus movements should be desc<ibed.
An estimate should be made of the extra delay to
vehicles using Oaklands Road caused by the depot's
traffic lights.. These should be phased to conespond
with the lights at the inte<section of Mo<phett and
Oaklands Roads to minimise their delay ..

Congestion may arise from traffic associated with the
wine:r:y (workers' and visitors' cars, and service
trucks) interfering with the movement of buses and
other vehicles into and out of the depot. An
evaluation of this problem should be provided ..

(2) Adjacent Roads:
An assessment should be provided of the significance
of the bus traffic compared with the total volume of
traffic along Morphett and Oaklands Roads.. Figures
obtained of the traffic volumes along the two roads
should be related to the data (provided in the D.E.F.)
of the number of buses leaving and entering the depot
per hour.. If possible, an assessment should be made
of the industI:'ial traffic (i"e .. trucks, vans, other
buses) component of the existing volumes of traffic
to enable a proper comparison of the significance of
the buses to the future t<affic, The figures obtained
of traffic volumes and its indust<ial traffic component
will assist in evaluating the marginal increase in
noise, traffic congestion ,exhaust emissions etc.,
due to the bus traffic (see later) ..

Following on from the derivation of the bus traffic
significance, an assessment should be made.of the
adequacy of Morphett Road to car<y the additional
traffic and whether widening will be necessary.

(3) Adjacent Land Uses:
( i) Winery

Apart from the possible p<oblems of traffic
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who regularly walk or cycle along either Morphett Or
Oaklands Roads, or who need to cross these roads on
their way to or from school" From this an assessment
can be made of the need for further school crossings"

(2) Housing:
An estimate should be made of the marginal increase
caused by the buses in levels of exhaust emissions
and noise likely to be received by houses along
Morphett Road and Oaklands Road (as in 4 (iv».

The location of shops in the district should be
determined and an assessment made of whether the
movement of buses along t,he roads will limit access
to them"

(3) Intersections:
An assessment should be made of whether the extra
volume of bus traffic at peak hours will markedly
affect the flow of traffic at unsignalledinter
sections in the district, in particulaJ: the inter
sections of Oaklands Road and Daws Road with Marion
Road

6" Beneficial Aspec!:s of the Project

Included in the analysis of the impact of the project
should be a section on the advantages and benefits which
it will convey. This should fully describe any direct
and indirect benefits and may include the following:'-

(1) advantages to neighbouring area of closing down the
six existing depots, four of which are sited within
residential zones"

(2) the new depot is an important part of an urban public
transpor:'t progranune which will result .in a faster
frequency of bus services, and a denser: network of
service coverage in the metropolitan area. The depot
will improve bus links throughout the south'-western
suburbs enabling cross suburban links to shops,
employment, schools, recreation areas, etc", where
previously no such ser:vice was available"

(3) the improvements to the urban public transport service
will enable buses to offer an attractive alternative
to the private car and thus reduce congestion, noise
and pollution, and save fuel.


